Organotellurium compounds of general formula X-Te-R display a broad range of chemical shifts that are very sensitive to the X and R substituents. In order to link the 125 Te chemical shift of a series of perfluoroalkyl aryl tellurides to their electronic structure, the chemical shielding tensors of the 125 Te nuclei were calculated by density functional theory (DFT) and further analyzed by a decomposition into contributions of natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs). The analysis indicated that the variation in 125 Te chemical shifts in molecules 1-13 is mainly due to the magnetic coupling of the tellurium p-character lone pair with antibonding orbitals perpendicular to it {s*(Te-X) and s*(Te-C(Ar))} upon action of an external magnetic field. The strength of the coupling is affected by electronic properties of the X-substituents, polarization of the antibonding orbitals and presence of secondary interactions perturbing the energy of these orbitals. The lower in energy and the more polarized towards tellurium the antibonding orbitals are, the stronger is the coupling and the more deshielded the tellurium nucleus.
Introduction
Understanding the electronic origin of NMR chemical shifts is a subject of on-going research in physical, inorganic, and organic chemistry. 1 Examples include both main group element [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and transition metal nuclei. [12] [13] [14] Also one of our groups has shown that analysis of chemical shielding tensors of 13 C and 17 O nuclei can provide valuable insight into the electronic structure of molecules and their reactivity. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] This approach has been used, for example, to understand electronic structures involved in hydrocarbon conversion and oxidation processes.
Tellurium is a main-group element (group 16, period 5) with a broad range of accessible oxidation states (from ÀII to +VI). Organotellurium compounds were first reported in 1840 24 and they have been the subject of fundamental studies regarding their structure and bonding. 25 They have also found applications in the functionalizations of carbon-carbon multiple bonds 26 or as glutathione mimics. 27 Tellurium has two spin 1/2 isotopes, 123 Te and 125 Te, the latter being the isotope of choice due to its higher natural abundance (7%). In fact, 125 Te displays a particularly large chemical shift window of approximately 5000 ppm, 28 indicative of the high sensitivity of Te chemical shift to electronic structure. Although calculations of 125 Te chemical shifts have been reported, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] so far little is known on the relation between 125 Te chemical shift and the structural motif of organotellurium compounds.
We became interested in tellurium compounds as structural equivalents of iodine(III) reagents developed and extensively studied in our group. Iodine(III) reagents are widely used as oxidants and in group-transfer reactions. 36, 37 Examples include selective oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes, 38 as well as the formation of C-X and C-C bonds. 39 In the context of tellurium chemistry, disymmetric tellurium(II) compounds carrying one aryl and one fluorinated substituent (type A in Scheme 1; see specific examples in Fig. 1 ) were conceived and prepared in our laboratory 40 as isolobal analogues of iodine(III)-centered electrophilic perfluoroalkylating reagents (exemplified by B in Scheme 1). 41, 42 While the 127 I nucleus is NMR active, it possesses an extremely large quadrupolar moment and is thus not readily accessible for NMR purposes. 43 Consequently, an appreciation of reactivity patterns of iodine-based reagents via the understanding of the underlying electronic structure cannot be obtained using this tool. We addressed this problem by preparing tellurium(II) analogues of type A (Scheme 1). However, these compounds did not show the reactivity of the parent iodine reagents, so their use as models for B and related reagents is limited. Nevertheless, the obtained compounds A were characterized by 125 Te NMR spectroscopy. Thus, organotellurium derivatives 1-13 ( Fig. 1 ) display a chemical shift range that varies between 600 and 1700 ppm. We show that a natural chemical shift analysis of the chemical shielding tensors of compounds 1-13 is a valuable approach to understand the electronic structure of these compounds. This also provides a guideline to understand variation of chemical shifts based on a simple localized molecular orbital picture and helps improving our understanding of chemical shifts in general.
Background
Experimentally determined chemical shift (d, frequency-shifted resonance) is among the most important NMR parameters for the structural characterization of molecules. Its theoretically calculated counterpart, the chemical shielding s describes the degree of magnetic shielding at a nucleus in a molecule with respect to the bare nucleus. The two parameters are related by eqn (1), where s ref is the chemical shielding on the nucleus of choice in an arbitrary reference compound. 1
Chemical shielding is an anisotropic property described by a second rank tensor with three principal components (convention: s 11 o s 22 o s 33 ). Computationally, it can be decomposed into diamagnetic (dia), paramagnetic (para) and spin-orbit (SO) contributions. The diamagnetic contributions arise from the electronic ground state of a molecule and leads to a shielding of the nucleus and chemical shift. The paramagnetic contributions arise due to coupling of occupied and vacant orbitals close in energy and perpendicular to each other upon action of the angular momentum operator, induced by the presence of an external magnetic field (Scheme 2). 1 These contributions usually lead to deshielding, even though exceptions to this trend have been pointed out. 44 Because the strength of the coupling is inversely proportional to the energy difference between these orbitals, major contributions to paramagnetic shielding originate from frontier orbitals. Spin-orbit contributions are of importance for heavy atoms, for which spin-orbit coupling generates non-zero spin density that can be distributed in the molecule by Fermi contact mechanisms. Spin-orbit contributions can be shielding or deshielding, depending on the symmetry and occupation of the involved frontier orbitals. 45 While the diamagnetic contribution typically remains constant for a certain atom type, paramagnetic and spin-orbit contributions can vary significantly depending on the atom environment. In this work, we calculated chemical shielding of tellurium nuclei in the selected compounds 1-13 and analyzed the different contributions to the chemical shielding in order to identify the major sources of variation. In case of molecule 2, the calculated shielding tensor was benchmarked against an experimental value obtained from a solid state NMR measurement whereby an excellent agreement was observed (see Fig. S2 , ESI †). Later, we turned our attention to the anisotropic aspect of the shielding, in particular to the orientation of the principal components of the shielding tensor in a molecule. Since deshielding of a nucleus is expected along the direction i (Scheme 2) if an occupied orbital on this nucleus can be superimposed onto a vacant orbital on the same nucleus upon a 901-rotation about i, the tensor orientation contains information on orbital interactions relevant for shielding in a given molecule. This analysis was further supported by determination of different orbital contributions to shielding along the three principal directions in a Natural Chemical Shielding (NCS) analysis based on Natural Localized Molecular Orbitals (NLMOs). 46, 47 In short, we found that 125 Te chemical shielding in molecules of general structure A is to a major extent determined by magnetically-induced coupling of a p-character tellurium lone pair and Te-ligand antibonding orbitals. The strength of this coupling is particularly sensitive to the energy of the antibonding orbitals and hence the electronic properties of the ligands on tellurium and the presence of secondary interactions affect the chemical shift.
Computational details
NMR calculations were performed within the GIAO framework using ADF 2014 48 with the PBE0 functional and Slater-type basis sets of quadruple-z (Te) and triple-z quality (other atoms). Relativistic effects were treated by the 2 component zeroth order regular approximation (ZORA). [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] Analysis of scalar-relativistic natural localized molecular orbitals were done with the NBO 6.0 program. 54 Polar plots of the shielding tensors in Fig. 4 
Results and discussion
A linear correlation between the isotropic chemical shift measured in solution and calculated total isotropic chemical shielding was obtained for molecules 1-15 ( Fig. 2 ). This linear correlation shows that the trend in 125 Te NMR chemical shifts can be reproduced by DFT calculations, even without conformational averaging. Dimethyl telluride, used as an external reference for 125 Te NMR measurements also followed the trend. Additionally, chemical shifts calculated for two previously reported tellurium compounds 57,58 Ph 2 Te (16) and 17 were in reasonable agreement with the reported values (blue squares in Fig. 2) .
A more detailed analysis of the calculated chemical shielding indicated that among the three contributions, the paramagnetic term varied most between the compounds ( Fig. 3 and ESI † Section 5). Diamagnetic and spin-orbit contributions remained virtually constant with exception of ditellurides 14 and 15, for which a small deviation in spin-orbit contributions was observed. Since the ditellurides are structurally distinct from other compounds in this study and were considered only in the context of chemical shielding vs. shift correlation, this deviation was not investigated and further analysis focused on the paramagnetic term in molecules 1-13.
A closer look at the three principal components of the paramagnetic shielding tensors revealed that the most deshielded component s para, 11 and the least deshielded s para,33 varied most across the series. Variation in s para,22 component was also present, but less significant.
Having established a linear correlation between experimental and theoretical results, we moved to the analysis of the chemical shielding tensor orientation on the tellurium atom in molecules 1-13. Because the chemical shielding in these compounds varies mainly due to the paramagnetic contribution that arises from frontier orbitals coupling upon an action of an external magnetic field, information about these couplings is encoded in the tensor orientation. An occupied and a virtual orbital perpendicular to each other generate deshielding in the direction perpendicular to both (see Introduction and Scheme 2).
In the majority of cases the most deshielded component s 11 is aligned with the Te-C(Ar) bond or slightly tilted away from it (molecules: 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12; see Fig. 4 and ESI † Section 6). A more significant tilting is observed in molecules 1, 2, 6, 10, 13. In Me 2 Te, s 11 is located in the plane bisecting the C-Te-C angle. 
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Component s 22 is typically perpendicular to Te-C(Ar) and Te-X bonds (X = CF 3 , CF 2 H, C 6 F 5 , Cl, CH 2 CN), in the direction of a p-character lone pair of tellurium (vide infra). Component s 33 is perpendicular to the other two, which in most cases results in an imperfect alignment with the Te-X bond. In molecules 1 and 3 the orientation of the two less deshielded components is reversed. However, in case of 3 components s 22 and s 33 are similar in magnitude, so only compound 1 is an exception of the generally observed trend. Orientation of the chemical shielding tensor combined with the knowledge of orbital contributions to shielding allows to determine the origin of chemical shielding for a given atom. Therefore, our next step was to calculate contributions of natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) to principal components of the total shielding tensor using NCS analysis for a representative set of molecules (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10 and Me 2 Te). The focus of this section is mainly on the most deshielded component s 11 , which is also the component that varies most across the series. A comment regarding the other components is provided later and details can be found in ESI. † In all cases studied, NBO analysis indicated that from the two lone pairs of the tellurium atom, one is an almost pure 
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Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2020, 22, 2319--2326 | 2323 p-lone pair (499% p-character, oriented perpendicular to the plane defined by the aromatic ring, further denoted as n(Te)), while the other predominantly displays s-character (approx. 80% s, 20% p, denoted s-n(Te)). According to the NCS analysis, in all cases the major contribution to the deshielding along s 11 originates from the p-character lone pair on tellurium (n(Te)), while the s-n(Te) orbital contributes only to a minor extent and the contribution is shielding in nature ( Fig. 5 and ESI † Section 7). Typically, n(Te) accounts for approx. 80% of the total value of s 11 . Among other orbitals, the Te-X bonding orbital contributes most significantly. Consequently, the variation of chemical shielding (and the chemical shift) of tellurium in the set can be explained by the coupling of n(Te) with virtual (unoccupied) orbitals perpendicular to it upon action of an external magnetic field. The identity of the virtual orbitals can be deduced from the orientation of the s 11 component in the molecular frame.
In the simple example of Me 2 Te, the s 11 component is oriented in the plane bisecting the C-Te-C angle (Fig. 6, left) . Deshielding in this direction can be considered a vector sum of deshielding along the two Te-C bonds. Since the C-Te-C angle is close to 90 1C in the optimized structure (exact value: 94.9 1C), a coupling of the tellurium lone pair with one s*(Te-C) antibonding orbital results in deshielding along the other Te-C bond. Because the two Te-C bonds and consequently the s*(Te-C) antibonding orbitals are equivalent in Me 2 Te, both of these interactions are equally pronounced and deshielding along both Te-C bonds is equal in magnitude and the two contributions sum up resulting in the observed orientation of s 11 (in the plane bisecting the C-Te-C angle).
When two substituents of different electronic properties are attached to a tellurium atom, the orientation of s 11 changes and in most cases deshielding in the direction of the less electronegative substituent is observed. Molecules shown in Fig. 1 aside, this can be demonstrated on the simpler example of CF 3 TeMe, a Me 2 Te analogue in which one methyl group is replaced by a more electron withdrawing CF 3 group (Fig. 6,  right) . Clearly, the vector representing s 11 is tilted towards the methyl substituent in this case. Following the argument above, this indicates a stronger coupling between n(Te) and s*(Te-CF 3 ) than between n(Te) and s*(Te-Me). Since higher electronegativity of the CF 3 group results in lower energy s*(Te-CF 3 ) compared to s*(Te-Me) and the strength of the coupling is inversely proportional to the energy gap between interacting orbitals, the coupling between n(Te) and s*(Te-CF 3 ) is stronger and the deshielding along Te-Me bond larger in magnitude, as reflected in the orientation of s 11 .
The same argument holds for molecules 2-12, in which the difference in s*(Te-X) and s*(Te-C(Ar)) energies is the reason for the tilt of the vector representing s 11 towards the Te-C(Ar). In molecule 13, this vector is oriented similarly as in the Me 2 Te case, due to the fact that the two substituents on tellurium have similar electron-withdrawing properties.
In the representative set, approximate energies of s*(Te-X) and s*(Te-C(Ar)) are provided by the NBO analysis (ESI † Section 7.3). From the comparison of the calculated values, the energy gap between n(Te) and s*(Te-X) is smaller by 18-21 kcal mol À1 compared to the n(Te) 2 s*(Te-C(Ar)) gap in cases where X = CF 3 (2, 3, 4) . For 10, which carry two aryl groups on the tellurium atom, a significantly lower value is obtained (6 kcal mol À1 in favour of the n(Te) 2 s*(Te-C(Ar)) interaction) in line with the fact that the tilt of s 11 towards the Te-C(Ar) bond is also smaller. However, NBO energies cannot be used to explain the orientation of s 11 in molecules 1 (almost in the plane bisecting the Cl-Te-C angle) and 6 (tilted towards the Te-CF 3 bond). Clearly, factors different from NBO energies Fig. 5 Orbital contributions to chemical shielding [ppm] along s 11 in selected molecules. Total value (s 11 ), paramagnetic (s para ) and diamagnetic (s dia ) contributions are shown. The paramagnetic contribution is further decomposed to contributions from tellurium p-character lone pair (n(Te)), tellurium s-character lone pair (s-n(Te)), tellurium-substituent single bonds (s Te-X and s Te-C(Ar) ). For X and C(Ar) notation, see main text and Fig. 7 . and perturbation effects not considered in NBO energy determination are relevant for chemical shielding of the tellurium atom.
A secondary interaction between tellurium and a proximal heteroatom is most likely one of such factors. This interaction, described as a donation of electron density from the heteroatom lone pair to the Te-X antibonding orbital 59 (n(Y)s*(Te-X)) is known in the literature 60 and quantitatively equivalent to the 3-centered-4-electron bond in Pimentel-Hach-Rundle model. 61 According to simple MO considerations, its presence raises the energy of s*(Te-X) ( Fig. 7) and hence weakens the n(Te) 2 s*(Te-X) coupling and reduces the deshielding along the Te-C(Ar) bond. Among the molecules analysed in the representative set, the interaction is expected to be strongest in case of 1 and 6, due to the high electronegativity of X (1), or the presence of nitrogen in the Y position (6) . The high electronegativity of X results in low energy of s*(Te-X), while the n(Y) energy is lower when Y = N vs. O. Both effects result in strengthening of the secondary interaction, in case of 6 additionally illustrated by shortening of the Y-Te distance in the solid state (Y-Te distance: 2.570(3)Å and 2.481(6) Å in 2 and 6, respectively, the trend is reproduced in the gas phase).
A quantitative description of the n(Y)s*(Te-X) interaction is available from the NBO analysis (ESI † Section 7.3). Indeed, estimation of second order perturbation effects for this interaction in 1 and 6 are 42 and 29 kcal mol À1 respectively, the highest in the representative set. In terms of chemical shielding, this is reflected in the fact that the s 11 vectors are tilted towards Te-X bonds instead of Te-C(Ar) bonds, as the n(Te) 2 s*(Te-X) coupling becomes weaker due to increase in the energy gap between these two orbitals. The same argument can also be used to explain the difference in orientation of s 11 in the otherwise very similar molecules 2 and 4 (second order perturbative estimates: 17 kcal mol À1 vs. 6 kcal mol À1 for 2 and 4 respectively).
In case of 1, this effect is partially counterbalanced by significant polarization of the s*(Te-Cl) antibonding orbital towards tellurium (to an extent of 74% vs. approx. 63% in other cases, see ESI †). A coupling of two orbitals is stronger when these orbitals are similar in size. High polarization of the s*(Te-X) antibonding orbital towards tellurium results in a large orbital coefficient on tellurium and a better overlap with n(Te) upon action of an external magnetic field. Consequently, the coupling between n(Te) and s*(Te-Cl) is on the one hand disfavoured due to the strong secondary interaction, on the other hand favoured due to polarization of s*(Te-X) and the orientation of s 11 is between Te-C(Ar) and Te-Cl bonds, quantitatively similar to the Me 2 Te case. Apart from couplings of the tellurium lone pair, s(Te-X) bond also contributes to s 11 in the representative examples. This contribution indicates the presence of a low-lying vacant orbital perpendicular to the Te-X bond with a coefficient on the tellurium atom. This vacant orbital could be constructed from the tellurium lone pair and p-character orbitals on carbon atoms in the aromatic ring. In fact, such an orbital was found to be the LUMO of molecules 1-6. In molecules 7-13, the LUMO appears to be a combination of s*(Te-X), n(Te) and carbon p-orbitals (see Fig. 8 for an example and ESI † Section 8.1 for other molecules).
Following the argument presented for s 11 , significant variation in s 33 can also be understood. Since the s 33 vector is perpendicular to n(Te) and tilted away from the Te-X bond in the majority of cases, the factors that affect orientation of s 11 will also affect s 33 . Moreover, as the paramagnetic shielding is largely due to the coupling of the tellurium lone pair and s 22 is typically pointing in the direction of n(Te), much smaller variation in s 22 values across the series can also be explained.
The variation of tellurium chemical shifts in molecules 1-13 is therefore a result of several factors, including electron-withdrawing properties of substituents on tellurium, presence of secondary bonding interactions and orbital polarisation. This makes prediction of chemical shifts within a group of similar molecules (e.g. molecules with a CF 3 group on tellurium) a complex task. However, general trends in chemical shifts of molecules 1-13 can be rationalized following these considerations. Hence, the highest chemical shift (the largest deshielding) is experimentally observed for compound 1, followed by CF 3 derivatives (2-4, 6-9, 12), CF 2 H derivative 11 and C 6 F 5 derivatives 5 and 10. This is due to the fact that the electron-withdrawing effect of X-substituent, that influences both orbital energies and polarization decreases in this series. In addition, imine 6 has a lower chemical shift than aldehyde 2, due to the presence of a stronger secondary interaction between the tellurium centre and the proximal heteroatom in the former. This interaction increases the energy of the Te-CF 3 antibonding orbital leading to a weaker coupling with n(Te).
Conclusions
To conclude, the variation in 125 Te chemical shifts in molecules 1-13 is mainly due to the magnetic coupling of the tellurium p-character lone pair with antibonding Te-Ligand orbitals perpendicular to it upon action of an external magnetic field. The strength of these couplings and consequently the magnitude of the 125 Te shift is determined by the relative energies and polarization of these antibonding orbitals, with low-energy orbitals polarized towards tellurium yielding the strongest couplings and the highest chemical shifts. The energies of the antibonding orbitals depend on the electron-withdrawing character of the substituents attached to tellurium and are affected by secondary interactions between the tellurium centre and a proximal heteroatom (oxygen vs. nitrogen for instance). Analysis of all three factors (electronic properties of substituents, polarization effects and secondary interactions) is necessary to explain the orientation of the chemical shielding tensor in the molecule and consequently to determine the origin of tellurium chemical shifts.
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